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Our heritage is preserved in many ways.  Through artifacts housed in museums 
and historical plaques marking sites important enough to preserve, both produce a 
lasting record of past contributions. 
 
There is however another less frequent way, through the complex Indian rock 
paintings (pictographs) left by generations of woodland dwellers who inhabited the 
country before the white man arrived.  Within the maze of islands, and narrow 
channels that comprise the scenic French River is one of the few remaining 
examples of that aboriginal legacy. 
 
 Within one narrow passage, is a high well rounded rock face; near the bottom of 
the overhanging vertical rock face, close to the water is a stone canvas from the 
past.  The abstract symbols made by a native artist long ago, are an expression, a 
story perhaps, of the important values in their own lifetime.  It is one of the most 
visited pictograph sites in Ontario and for being very accessible it is not 
vandalized, (yet). 
 
 Pictographs  are found throughout Northern Ontario at more than 80 sites.   Some 
are featured in other stories within .steertonorthernontario.ca . In fact, there are 
few countries in the world that do not have evidence of rock paintings, an 
anthropological record of early aboriginal inhabitants.  What makes the Kennedy 
Island site in the French River so significant?  It is a surviving example - in our 
area - that has not fallen victim to the natural process of erosion, changing water 
levels and graffiti.  There will be an additional reference to another natural canvas 
in the Temagami wilderness area. 
 

Extensive Study 
 
The art of pictograph painting is thought to date back 1200 years in Ontario.  
However, not until the late Selwyn Dewdney embarked on a lifetime study of rock 
art did we realize, the importance extent and meaning of these drawings.  
Dewdney recorded close to 300 pictograph sites from Saskatchewan to Quebec 
and the northern states bordering Canada.  It became a passion for the 
artist/teacher and it brought him to sketch and record the French River sites in the 
late 1950's. 
 
 In his book, Dewdney acknowledges the contribution of Bill and John Kennedy by 
reporting these pictographs.  "Site #80, a mere half mile west of Keystone Lodge, 
is in clear, strong pigment.  Only the thunderbird, turned on its side, is somewhat 
obscured by lichen.  The stick figures remind us of those at Diamond Lake 
(northwest Lake Temagami).  Among the others are a canoe, a pig-like bear, and a 
likely fish (pickerel)." 



 
The symbols may tell us of the legend of the Manitou Islands.  The story involves a 
young maiden of the Nipissings who ran away to marry an Iroquois brave, a 
natural enemy of the Nipissings.  But the fleeing couple were not quick to escape 
and were captured by her tribe.  The Iroquois brave was burned to death at the 
stake.  As the maiden was made to watch she jumped into the inferno and they 
died together as the flames engulfed them.  "It is still said today that if you camp on 
the Manitou Islands overnight, you can still her screaming just as she did when she 
died in the fire with her lover so many, many years ago," (Wayne Bliss, „Islands in 
the Sky‟). 
 
 Dewdney was amazed at the lack of sites along the entire voyageur waterway 
from Georgian Bay to the confluence of the Mattawa and Ottawa Rivers.  In 
comparison with the geography he visited throughout mid-Canada, the French 
River site is the only one of two locations along the entire route.  It is well known 
that the original Chaudiere crib dams constructed in the first decade of this century 
changed the water levels of Lake Nipissing by several feet.  The same is true 
about the network of dams along the Mattawa River, constructed by the 
Department of Lands and Forests (now Natural Resources) in the 1940's and 
1950's.  Former pictograph sites and Indian encampments (on previous sandy 
beaches) are now underwater. 
 
 What also makes the lack of sites an archaeological exception is the location of an 
elaborate ochre mine found on the nearby Mattawa River, below Paresseux Falls.  
Most Canadian Shield pictographs were painted with the red ochre colour which 
was the sacred colour of the aborigine and was one reason why American Indians 
were known as "red men."  This site was surveyed by archaeologists for the 
Ministry of Natural Resources in 1973 (reports housed at North Bay-Mattawa 
Conservation Authority), and show extensive quarrying.  The site known as Porte 
de l'Enfer (this "Gate of Hell" was known to hold superstitious meaning for 
voyageurs) was a source of the iron haematite needed for the pictograph paint.  
Only one other mine, on an island in Lake Superior, is known in Ontario. 
 
 How far afield it was traded or how the ochre was used in the ceremonial life of 
northern Indians are questions that remain unanswered.  In his book, `The Original 
People,' Bob Surtees, a Nipissing University College professor, states:  "it is 
important to remember the Indians were not homogeneous."  
 
By the time of the first contacts with the Europeans, the Hurons, Algonkins, Iroqois, 
Cree and Ojibway cultures had developed their own extensive system of trade.  It 
could be the ochre of the Mattawa mine found its way to the French River and 
beyond through the practice of bartering amongst the various tribes for thousands 
of years.  What we do know, is that this ochre mine was an elaborate operation 
with a refinery area above the cave.  Reports from diaries of travellers through the 
Nipissing Passageway indicate that local natives tended to avoid this section of the 
Mattawa River.  There is one archaeological theory that suggests the Indians 
completely bypassed the area by leaving Talon Lake, portaging north along 
several trails to intersect Antoine Creek, which would take them to the Ottawa 
River (Wright). 
 



 Another piece in the archaeological puzzle are the many stone structures that 
exist on Talon and Trout Lakes and along the Mattawa River.  These structures 
are comprised of low stone walls, piled to various heights with extensive pathways 
and stairways.  One such area exists on Dugas Bay (Palframan site) covering 
more than 6,000 square feet.  Here there are petroglyphs, pictures scratched or 
cut into the rock.  The ceremonial or ritual layout of the structure reminds one of 
the ancient Inuit.  The rock structures remain a mystery.  "It is quite clear we have 
stumbled upon some sort of local complex.  It is possible that this architectural 
complex is generally unique to the Mattawa River area," (Tyyska). 
 

The Artists 
 

 To it's first inhabitants, the Canadian Shield area of Northern Ontario was both a 
paradise and a severe challenge, heavily forested, yet easily traversed by canoe. 
 Food was seasonally abundant in the form of fish and game and berries, but at 
times hard to find depending on the natural elements.  For the natives, their life of 
subsistence living was directly linked to the forces of nature. 
 
 It is only through the study of their mythology, legends, and ritual practices is one 
able to attempt to understand the symbols and pictures on the rock. 
 
 Dewdney's research tells us that each symbol or picture has to be interpreted 
separately.  "There is strong evidence in the Shield paintings of an interest in 
content that almost constantly overrides the interest in form.  The trend to 
distortion and fantasy relates to the Indian's known obsession with the importance 
of dreams.  To all appearances the aboriginal artist was groping toward the 
expression of the magical aspect of his life, rather than taking pleasure in the world 
of form around him."   
 
Kennedy Island 
 
The French River site of thirteen discernible pictographs  displays the human 
forms as stick figures (only one body has a head), a canoe, combined with the 
natural features of the fish, pig-like bear and the mythical thunderbird. It is 
interesting to note that the bear, the beaver and the thunderbird are common 
morphs and all appear at this site. 
 
The thunderbird is the most stringing of the site‟s morphs.  It is located near to the 
top of the group of paintings facing to the left and looking down or turned on its 
side.  The thunderbird is an important and reoccurring morph at many pictograph 
sites .  It is thought to be the most powerful of the manitous and is one of the most 
scared of designs.  In 1632 a Jesuit missionary recalled when a Nipissing Ojibway 
first saw a picture of the holy Spirit as a dove in his church, they immediately 
assumed it portrayed thunderbird. The body is formed by two lines which cross to 
form the tail.  The lines enclose a triangular unpainted space.  Where the body 
lines join the wing lines, the wing lines change angle abruptly to give the 
impression of flight. The head and neck are formed of a single line.  
 
 The bear image lies just below and to the right of the Thunderbird.  It is rendered 
in a semi-naturalistic style with the head pointing to the left.   The bear guarded the 



the third degree lodge within the secret religion known as  Midewiwin or Grand 
Medicine Society. Shamans or sorcerers are known as Mide.  
 
There is a group of six stick men to the left and below the thunderbird.  Below and 
to the left of the bear is what appears to be a beaver, known as a powerful water 
animal.   There is a canoe figure and another that looks like an inverted canoe.  
Don‟t not touch the pictographs! 
 
 Certainly, there is a story etched by the contemplating fingers of Indian artists.  
The representations are of a highly personal nature, and the real meaning may 
remain forever a mystery. 
 
A system of dating pictographs has remained a difficult task because of the 
weathering processes and the problem of identifying the bonding agent (animal 
oils, glue from eggs) found mixed with the red ochre.  Rock art has remained with 
us for hundreds of years, but pictographs continue to gradually fade with the 
passage of time and will eventually perish. 
 
Amerindian pictographs intrigue and puzzle the modern viewer.  As a primitive art 
form they are fascinating, for the historical record they are examples of aboriginal 
life that we can only attempt to understand. 
 
As you drive the back roads of northern Ontario, with canoe tied to the racks, you 
need not go far to see our cultural heritage.  There are natural opportunities to 
see, understand and respect the use of picture writing.    It is a living part of our 
Canadian heritage. 
 
Access 
 
This is a water access Story.  You could snowmobile or cross-country ski to the 
destination as well.  Kennedy Island is located closer to what is call locally the 
“mouth” of the French River, a congregation of islands that mark that are an 
entrance way from  the open water of Lake Nipissing. 
 
The best access is from Dokis First Nation located on the far western portion of 
Lake Nipissing on the Upper French River.  It is a great launching location.   
There is a medicinal plant tour – go to the administration office and enjoy  a fresh 
walleye (pickerel) dinner.  (Alternatively by boat or sea kayak you could leave 
from the North Bay side of Lake Nipissing and hug the south shore to the 
entrance of the Upper French River.) 
 
To access Dokis take Highway #538 from Highway 69 or Highway #64 from 
Highway 17.  You will find the gravel road that that leads to Dokis between 
Monetville and North Monetville.  It is approximately 34 km to Dokis from 
Highway #64. 
 
The best location to start or launch is the marina  (Riverview Camp) where there 
is parking and a store.   There may be a small fee.   You will want to get the  



provincial partk French River Canoe Route Map for designated camp sites.  On 
the map a number of favourites are indicated by “triangles.” 
 
You will be heading in a NE direction from Dokis. There is a recommended 
(“back roads”) route but you can take the main channel.   The water, except for 
“rocks awash” and shoals, is deep.  Lots of channels and islands to explore.  See 
the map.  With this in mind you can return via a number of routes.   Having the 
topographic maps  (31 L04 Nipissing and 41 I 01 Noelville) or the navigation 
charts will be of help.  If you are using your boat the water is deep but the paper 
or digital charts will be aids to discover those back water channels. 
 
 
 
(Pers. Comm.   When compared with other pictograph sites I literally saw red the 
day I arrived at the Diamond Lake site – north of Lake Temagami-  (see below) 
for the second time.  Between the first time and the second visit I witnessed what 
would be cultural vandalism.  The pictographs or morphs you see today are 
incomplete, minus a large chunk of granite, chieselled away from what is 
remaining.  Dewdney‟s original cataloguing of the site bears this out.  At time it 
was very obvious someone had purposely taken away a souvenir.  I have always 
thought about this theft.  The person(s) responsible must have really wanted it 
because the trip out in any direction requires some portaging and some distance 
paddling.   Many archaeologists know the best artifact collections are within 
people‟s basements.  There are many pictograph sites, but because of intensive 
UV rays and exposure to a variety of elements and processes many paintings 
are fading.  
 
There has been some debate amongst the Elders of First Nations communities 
whether or not the paintings should be “touched up.”  
 
 Many sites have been vandalized, nearby the Kennedy Island French River site 
is Gibraltor Point where a series of morphs can be barely discerned within the 
surrounding desecration.  Finding a pictograph from Dewdney‟s research or other 
contemporary references is special. Pictographs are different works of art. The 
Nipigon Bay site across the bay from Red Rock is another example, where upon 
a return visit to the elevated ledged the spray paint was visible.  So have the 
pictographs way up at the north end of Lake Nipigon.  Truly, a shame and 
disappointing when you travel to a destination where you anticipate the special 
feeling of viewing some of our links with a human past of several hundreds or 
years or more ago.  Interestingly enough at some sites where vandals have 
sprayed paint within a few of years the manufactured paint starts to wane while 
the original pictographs once again show through as in time immemorial.  It is 
time to visit the best pictograph sites, take photos and think about the artist 
standing in the canoe or perched on a ledge.  Was it part of a vision quest?  
Make it your quest to visit a few of these sites.)    
 



For more information about the locations of pictographs, the following resources 
are an excellent way to get acquainted with rock art, Dewdney, Selwyn and 
Kenneth E. Kidd, „Indian Rock Paintings of the Great Lakes‟ and Rajnovich, 
Grace, „Reading Rock Art.‟  
 
 One of my early maps is the „Lake Nipissing Environment Map‟ a thematic map 
that looked at Lake Nipissing as a large ecosystem. 
 
If you like the scenery and the meandering this area provides there is always 
something else.  As an option there is a great two night, three day canoe/sea 
kayak, 40 km loop route from Dokis downstream to the Five Finger Rapids – 
which is very picturesque.  Then return on another channel come back upstream 
(no current) to Dokis.   There are only three short, flat portages.   Dokis First 
Nation is developing this canoe route and others towards Stormy Lake – one of 
the Detours – ask at the  band‟s administrative office.   On the upstream channel 
you will camp on their designated camp sites. This is a loop I often take teachers 
on during their environmental science additional qualification course. And yes we 
have the pickerel dinner and take in the medicinal plant tour.  Overall a great 
natural and cultural experience.) 
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